There's always a
better way
Probably the first thing you've ever
noticed about the Maico is that it's not
very pretty, nor was it intended to be.
The entire package was designed to
perform under adverse circumstances as
good as. or better than, mpst of its
competitors. And it does this quite well.
But, like anything else, this bike can be
improved. The fact is, substantially im
proved. The whole secret is in knowing
what you're doing and exhibiting a rea
sonable amount of time and patience to
see the job through to completion,
thereby insuring success.
Among Southern California motocross enthusiasts, John Watkins is
emerging as one of the authorities on
Maico motorcycles. John does a major
ity of maintenance and building and his
son Larry does the riding. No small part
of Larry's success (Larry became expert
at the age of 12. which has got to be
some sort of record here in the sunny
southland) must be attributed to John's
prowess in building and tuning those
rugged looking motocrossers with the
big M on the tank.
A number of modifications can be
performed to take an already good mo
torcycle, and make it an excellent one.
Continued on page 99
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By removing the standard outside
fork springs, and replacing them
with these special internal items,
the Maico forks work even better.

Suzuki 250 handlebar mounts
replace the standard rigid version.
The rubber mounts absorb a lot of
the vibration.
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If you replace the stock brake rod
with a 250 Suzuki cable unit, you
don't have to worry about
bending it. And —

Using another washer as a pacer
on each end of the axle prevents
the nuts from bottoming on the
axle threads.

After Watkins gets through
modifying the standard pipe, this
is what it looks like. Check the
short stinger.
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In an effort to get the fuel and air
from the crankcase to the
cylinder, these transfer ports get a
workout.

5
This is what the stock intake port
looks like, before breaking out the
grinding equipment.

A fter the grinding process takes
place, this is what John winds up
with. The notch (arrow) is for rod
clearance.
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If you replace the stock brake rod
with a 250 Suzuki cable unit, you
don't have to worry about
bending it. And —

The exhaust port also benefits from a bit of grinding work. It's
important to get the spent mixture out.
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This hole provides the necessary
path from the case to the special
port located under the transfer
opening in the liner.
Continued on page 99
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For a distinctive look, some of the
riders have switched to Fiberglas
Works fenders, after the original
aluminum ones went south.

Here ’s the rear cable installed
along with the special bracket
(arrow). Installation is quick and
easy, and it works.
MAI CO Continued
There are two basic areas for modifica
tion. One is the cylinder and piston, and
the second area are some changes you

can make to enable the forks to perform
their duties in a much better manner. By
changing the port timing slightly and
enlarging all of the ports inside the
cylinder, the engine is capable of pro
ducing a considerably greater amount of
power. In an effort to prove or disprove
John's claims, the editor donated his
400 motocrosser and let John perform

all of the necessary operations that he
felt was important to insure the success
of the project. Upon completion the bike
did everything John claimed for it, and
then some.
By taking off the external fork springs
and replacing them with new internal
ones, two conditions are satisfied. Num
ber one, you get rid of the rubber boots
which always wind up getting torn and
look terrible, and the forks seem to work
much better with a much more uniform
spring rate. The latter is the important
one. Regardless of how good they look.

D&D DISTRIBUTORS

D&D Distributors, home of Cycledelic Choppers, the finest and sharpest street customs built any
where, is proud to present their all-new 1970 catalog featuring such items as newly manufactured
obsolete and custom Harley parts, hundreds of beautiful and functional chopper parts for the
man who wants to buy complete and perfected equipment, not finish-it-yourself imitations, fullpage color photos suitable for framing, and informative tech features. The $2.00 purchase price
of the catalog will be fully refunded on the first- order of $10.00 or more.
D&D DISTRIBUTORS, 800 So. San Fernando Blvd., Dept. D, Burbank, California 91502, (213) 843-7011
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ATTENTION!
CHOPPER FANS! DRAGON PRODUCTS
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
FORK EXTENSIONS

Finally, belts with fea
tures you needed and
always wanted. Strong
enough to lift a % ton
truck; it keeps your cycle
secure, never loosening
from road vibration.
We urge you to compare
SHUR-RELEASE
features with all
other available
tie-downs.

SHUR-RELEASE M
Features:
Bj Big, strong,
2" wide, weather
proof, 6,000 lb.
test webbing.
® Large 5"
handle gives
more leverage to
assure quick,
easy release
even when wet.
[C] Two Ya"
plated steel
hooks—one vinyl
dipped to prevent
slipping and
scratching.
10 High tensile
nylon stitching
for high strength
and long wear.
Extended length
nylon webbing
gives you 6 ft.
tie down
distance from
hook to hook.

ONLY

$Q35
Send for our 1970
color catalog full of motor
cycle accessories and complete
sprocket listing. $1.00.

2536
So. El
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Not only do the forks work better
with the internal springs, they
look better too. Bu/taco fork
boots keep the dirt out.
forks must keep the front wheel on the
ground at all times in order for the rider
to keep the thing pointed in the right
direction. If he fails to do this, he's in big
trouble.
If you want to do the job yourself,
John will sell you all of the parts for
$18.00 and for another $12.50, he'll
put all the pieces in their right place, so
all you have to do is drop the bike off
and then pick it up when it's finished.
Another neat little trick device is the rear
cable brake. This is something anybody
can install in an hour or less. For less
than a $10 bill, $9.75 to be exact, you
get all of the pieces necessary for this
bolt-on conversion.
This brings us up to the powerplant
modifications. One thing we would
strongly recommend is the expansion
chamber be modified whether or not
you do anything to the barrel or piston.
For $23.00 Mr. Watkins will take your
stock pipe and modify it so that you get
another couple thousand rpm without
affecting the torque range.
You can follow our suggestions as
shown in the photographs, thereby help
ing to allow the engine to breathe better,
but if you're not sure of your own ability
in this area, or you don't have the neces
sary equipment, John will port the barrel
for $75.00 and modify the piston for an
additional $8.00. The money is well
spent, since it will give you a more than
considerable increase in power. For
$170.00, you can wheel your motor
cycle in John's shop, say ''do it,'' turn
around and leave, and come back later
to find the entire down expertly done —
and the modifications do work. Not only
do you get more power and better han
dling, but one nice side effect is that you
have another 30% of rpm to play with.
For further information write: John Wat
kins, 23029 Hilse Lane, Newhall, Calif.
91 321. Bob Braverman CG

Dragon products is also providing fire breathing exhaust
systems for the serious rider. These systems are de
signed to take advantage of high revving fast exhaust
flow. Large diameter and careful construction to meet
the specifications of the rider wanting the best for his
machines performance. The prices of the exhaust sys
tem is S24.95. Chrome, freight prepaid. Sorry no C.O.D.’s.
Send for literature describing full line of Dragon motor
cycle accessories and supplies.

DRAGON PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 89, DUARTE, CA. 91016

SPECIAL...
LIMITED TIME OFFER

WHEELS

21 $49.95
*Add $10.00 for Tire & Tube
Custom Spool Hub with Bearings
Chrome Spokes & Rim
All Labor—Laced & Trued
Dealer Inquiry Invited

NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTS
2325 Cerro Gordo, P.O. Box N
Mojave, Calif. 93501
(805) 824-4261
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